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INTRODUCTION

Microporous and layer manganese oxide minerals act as
important chemical controls in soils and sediments and associ-
ated water systems, and with their synthetic analogs they are
valued for their catalytic, ion exchange, electrochemical, and
adsorption properties (Weisz 1968; Nitta 1984; Shen et al. 1993;
Kanoh et al. 1997; Dyer et al. 2000). The atomic frameworks
of these materials are constructed from Mn-O octahedra that
share edges and link corners to yield a panoply of phases with
tunnel or layer structures. Of particular interest have been Mn-
oxide catalysts with large tunnel structures, which are also
known as octahedral molecular sieves (OMS). Because these
materials exhibit a range of tunnel shapes and sizes, they offer
selectivity for particular species in chemical reactions and the
potential for a range of complementary catalytic or cation-ex-
change applications.

Some of the most promising and intensely studied Mn-ox-
ide catalysts are those with the todorokite structure because of
their large tunnels and ease of preparation. Todorokite occurs
in a wide variety of geological settings, including oxidized zones
of Mn-rich deposits, as coatings on stream boulders, and in
soils and sediments. It is also the major Mn-oxide phase in
ocean Mn nodules and recently was recognized as an impor-
tant component in rock varnishes (McKeown and Post 2001).
Scientists have developed a variety of methods for synthesiz-
ing todorokite-like materials (Golden et al. 1986; Shen et al.
1993; Luo et al. 1999; Nicolas-Tolentino et al. 1999; Vileno et
al. 1999), and these synthetic todorokites have been shown to
be effective cathode materials for rechargeable Li batteries
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ABSTRACT

Real-time, temperature-resolved synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction data and Rietveld refine-
ments were used to investigate the behavior of the todorokite structure from 100 to 820 K. At 298 K,
the lower valence cations, such as Mn3+, occupy large octahedral sites at the edges of the triple
chains, and four water/cation sites are in the tunnels. In our heating experiments in vacuum, todorokite
began to break down at ~450 K and fully decomposed by 620 K, at which point hausmannite started
to form. Our results suggest that the loss of O2 accompanied the reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+ and Mn2+,
and these reactions impelled a breakdown of the octahedral framework and the subsequent release of
the tunnel water molecules. Rietveld refinements revealed a gradual thermal expansion of the
todorokite structure to ~450 K. At higher temperatures, the unit-cell volume gradually decreased,
primarily as a result of a decrease in c, and the decline in b with increasing temperature was acceler-
ated. A mechanism for forming the inverse spinel hausmannite structure from todorokite is pre-
sented.

(Duncan et al. 1998), selective ion-exchange agents for immo-
bilization of certain metal radionuclides (Dyer et al. 2000), and
oxidative catalysts (Shen et al. 1993; Brock et al. 1998; Vileno
et al. 1999).

Until recently (Post et al. 1999), todorokite held the record
for the largest tunnels of any natural or synthetic Mn-oxide
phase. In todorokite, triple chains of edge-sharing Mn4+,3+-O
octahedra share corners to form tunnels with square cross sec-
tions that measure three octahedra per side (3 ¥ 3) (Post and
Bish 1988) (Fig. 1). The tunnels in natural samples are par-
tially filled with water molecules and a variety of cations, in-
cluding Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, Na+, and Ba2+. Because natural and
synthetic todorokite samples typically are fine-grained and
poorly crystalline, it has not been possible to study the crystal
structure using single-crystal diffraction methods, and conse-
quently many details of the structure are still not well known.
A Rietveld refinement by Post and Bish (1988) provided the
first comprehensive structure for todorokite, including posi-
tions of some of the tunnel species. Their study was limited,
however, because it relied upon powder X-ray diffraction data
collected using a conventional sealed-tube source, and refine-
ments were performed with less sophisticated Rietveld codes
than are available today. Consequently, some of the resulting
Mn-O bond distances were unrealistically short (e.g., 1.75 and
1.82 Å) and only a portion of the tunnel sites were identified.

A more complete understanding of the todorokite structure
and its thermal behavior is relevant to many of its proposed
uses and to understanding its role in geochemical systems. In
the present study, we report the most precise and in-depth de-
scription of the todorokite structure to date as derived from
Rietveld refinements using synchroton powder X-ray diffrac-
tion data collected at room temperature and at 100 K. The high-


